
 

 

Town of New Hampton  
Conservation Commission 

Minutes 
 

New Hampton Town Office 
Upstairs Meeting Room, 12 Pinnacle Hill Rd. 

August 22, 2014 
 
 
Commission members present: D. Moore (Chair), R. Pollak, B. Rolfe, P. Schlesinger 
Also Present: B. Lucas, Town Administrator 
 
The Chair opened the meeting at 5:30pm  
 
I. Discussion on the proposal from Right Angle Engineering (RAE) for design of a trail on the Baird 
Property: 

a) Moore explained that during his meeting with Erin Darrow, P.E. and President of RAE, 
stated that the process for would involve assessing the existing situation on the property, 
developing ideas as to what the Commission wants relative to a trail, and then proposing a 
number of options for meeting and balancing these wants.    
b) Pollack mentioned that because wetland permits were, in all probability, going to be required, the 
wetland delineation was necessary.  
c) Pollack further mentioned that siting a trail that is as ADA friendly as possible, was a good 
method for finding grant money for to assist in making the trail ADA compliant.  
d) Following a short discussion of the various line items and explanations of the proposed activities 
in the material provided by RAE, Schlesinger motioned to accept the proposal and contract with 
RAE for the design and layout of the trail for $11660.00. Rolfe seconded the motion. The motion 
carried by unanimously. 

 
II) New Business: 

a) Schlesinger review several maps and explained that Mega Print has donated its services to make 
signs for the Nature and Fitness Trail on the town property adjoining the New Hampton Fire Station. 
b) Schlesinger explained that the Community School no longer wished to operate the 
weather station, and that she was in contact with Gordon Nash Library to see if they would 
be interested in taking over weather station operations. 

 
Being no more business before the Commission, Rolfe moved and Schlesinger seconded a motion to adjourn 
at 6:05 p.m. The motion carried unanimously. 
 
Submitted, 
D. Moore, Acting Scribe 
 


